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Abstract

Unsupervised learning can be used to extract image rep-

resentations that are useful for various and diverse vision

tasks. After noticing that most biological vision systems for

interpreting static images are trained using disparity infor-

mation, we developed an analogous framework for unsu-

pervised learning. The output of our method is a model

that can generate a vector representation or descriptor from

any static image. However, the model is trained using pairs

of consecutive video frames, which are used to find repre-

sentations that are consistent with optical flow-derived ob-

jects, or ‘flobjects’. To demonstrate the flobject analysis

framework, we extend the latent Dirichlet allocation bag-

of-words model to account for real-valued word-specific

flow vectors and image-specific probabilistic associations

between flow clusters and topics. We show that the static im-

age representations extracted using our method can be used

to achieve higher classification rates and better generaliza-

tion than standard topic models, spatial pyramid matching

and gist descriptors.

1. Introduction

A promising direction of vision research is to develop

unsupervised learning algorithms that can extract concise

representations of images, and then use those representa-

tions as inputs for supervised learning tasks, such as object

classification, scene recognition and image segmentation.

The unsupervised step may rely primarily on hand-crafted

features (eg [11]) or may make more extensive use of ma-

chine learning techniques and hierarchical probability mod-

els (eg [13, 8, 10, 14, 5, 9, 15, 16, 2, 18, 7, 6]).

Here, we study how unsupervised learning can be used

to obtain good representations of static images. A com-

mon approach is to apply increasingly sophisticated ma-

chine learning techniques to training sets of static images.

Alternatively, one can examine the best vision systems that

we know of, namely biological ones, and ask what kinds of
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Figure 1: (a) Flobject analysis uses pairs of consecutive

video frames to produce an image analyzer. (b) The image

analyzer can be used to derive representations, or descrip-

tors, from static images for object recognition.

information those systems may be using to learn image rep-

resentations. While biological vision systems are capable

of achieving high classification rates on static images, most

of those systems have motion and/or stereo information as

additional input during learning. In fact, motion cues have

been found to be important for developing static image rep-

resentations [24]. This led us to ask:

Can motion and/or stereo disparity information

be used to train better methods for extracting rep-

resentations from static images?

To answer this question, we explore a two-stage ap-

proach. In the first stage (Fig. 1a), consecutive pairs of

video frames are used to train a model that can infer repre-

sentations from static images so that those representations

are consistent with optical flow patterns. We refer to this

stage as flobject analysis, since the goal is to learn a rep-

resentation that is consistent with optical flow-derived ob-
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jects, or flobjects. Once learnt using pairs of frames, the

model can be applied to static images without using opti-

cal flow, so we refer to it as an image analyzer. To explore

the usefulness of this approach, in the second stage we use

the learnt image analyzer to extract representations from la-

beled static images and examine the performance of super-

vised classification (Fig. 1b).

Each image pair is preprocessed to obtain a collection

of appearance features X from the first image, and a cor-

responding collection of flow features V (flow vectors) ex-

tracted from the image pair. Flobject analysis entails infer-

ring a model M that uses hidden variables H to explain the

appearance and flow features. For example, H could de-

scribe clusters of visual words [11], whole-image transfor-

mations [13], transformations of sub-images containing pu-

tative object parts [12], colour invariant object appearance

[7], visual word topics [17], topics accounting for spatial

distributions of visual words [8, 10, 9], or statistical rela-

tionships between features in a deep belief network [15].

For N training cases (X 1,V1), . . . , (XN ,VN ), the pos-

terior distribution over models is obtained by integrating

over the hidden variables:

P (M|{X i,Vi}) ∝ P (M)

N
∏

i=1

∫

Hi

P (X i,Vi,Hi|M) (1)

where P (M) is the prior distribution over models. The out-

put of flobject analysis is a maximum a posteriori (MAP)

model MMAP = argmaxM P (M|{X i,Vi}), or a sam-

ple from the posterior distribution over models M ∼
P (M|{X i,Vi}), which can be used to hedge bets depend-

ing on model uncertainty.

The static image analyzer is obtained by integrating

over all possible flow patterns that are consistent with the

model’s explanation of the static image appearance features

X : P (X ,H|M) =
∫

V
P (X ,V,H|M). A particular form

of appearance-flow model significantly simplifies this inte-

gral. If we assume that the hidden variables entirely capture

the dependencies between the appearance features and flow

features, we can factorize the model: P (X ,V,H|M) =
P (X|H,MX )P (V|H,MV)P (H|MH). The above inte-

gral becomes trivial and we obtain

P (X ,H|M) = P (X|H,MX )P (H|MH). (2)

That is, to evaluate a static image, we simply remove the

flow-based part of the model without needing to perform

any correctional computations.

Depending on the vision task, the distribution over the

hidden variables is converted to an image representation,

or descriptor d, P (H|X ,M) → d. For a supervised clas-

sification task, the descriptor is extracted for each image

in a labeled training set and the descriptor-label pairs are

used for supervised training as in Fig. 1b. The MAP esti-

mate of the hidden variables can be used as the descriptor,

d = argmaxH P (H|X ,M), in which case d has the same

length as H. Instead, it may be desirable to use only part of

the hidden representation as a descriptor or to further com-

pute summary statistics.

2. A topic model for flobject analysis

There are many different models and algorithms that can

be used for flobject analysis. Here we show how a novel

extension of the standard latent Dirichlet allocation topic

model [1] can be applied. We refer to the extended model

as flow-based LDA (FLDA).

Each input image pair is preprocessed by computing an

optical flow field and extracting regularly sampled HOG ap-

pearance features from the first of the two images (Fig. 2a).

Each HOG appearance feature is mapped to a discrete code-

word from a codebook that was obtained using k-means

clustering, resulting in a bag of appearance and flow fea-

tures X ,V . Unsupervised learning takes as input the ap-

pearance and flow features for N training cases and pro-

duces a set of topics M described by codeword distribu-

tions, and, for each training case, assigns every appearance

feature to one of those topics in such a way that appearance

features assigned to the same topic tend to have similar flow.

These assignments along with the image-specific topic mix-

ing proportions form the hidden representation H.

One property of FLDA is that the flow and its associ-

ated hidden variables can be easily integrated out of the

model, leading in a straightforward fashion to the image an-

alyzer. In fact, the image analyzer is a standard LDA model

with the topic distributions set using FLDA. Application of

the image analyzer (Fig. 2b) entails extracting a bag of ap-

pearance features (without flow) and applying LDA with

the FLDA-learnt topics to obtain a factorized set of topic-

specific appearance feature histograms.

2.1. The flowbased latent Dirichlet allocation
(FLDA) model

A good flobject analysis technique needs to take into ac-

count (1) that an object may have different motion patterns

in different images; (2) that there may be multiple moving

objects in the same image, including different objects mov-

ing with different velocities or with the same velocity; (3)

that a single object may have multiple flow patterns within

an image, eg, due to articulated parts; (4) that the number of

objects in an image may vary; (5) that building a good ob-

ject model requires aggregating information across images;

and (6) that optical flow is often highly erroneous or noisy.

The model we present here, flow-based latent Dirichlet

allocation (FLDA), is an extension of LDA [1] that accounts

for the flow information in a principled manner, while ad-

dressing the above desiderata. Standard LDA takes a col-

lection of documents (corresponding to images), each rep-

resented as a collection of words that take on values from

a codebook. LDA infers a set of topics shared across the
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(a) Flobject analysis using a topic model (b) Application of the image analyzer (c)
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Figure 2: Flobject analysis can be performed using an appropriately extended bag-of-features topic model (a), and the

resulting image analyzer can be used to factor the histogram of appearance features for a static image into a set of topic-

specific histograms (b). Our method, flow-based LDA (FLDA) can be viewed as an extension of LDA (c) that incorporates

real-valued feature-specific flow vectors and image-specific probabilistic associations between flow clusters and topics (d).

documents such that each topic is represented as a distribu-

tion over codewords, and each document is associated with

a distribution over topics. In LDA (Fig. 2c), the tth topic is

represented by a multinomial distribution over codewords

φt, which is assumed a priori to have a Dirichlet distribu-

tion. For each image, appearance features are generated by

first sampling a multinomial distribution θ over topics from

another Dirichlet distribution. Next, the topic zf for the f th

feature in the image is sampled from θ. Finally, the code-

word xf for the f th feature is sampled from the multinomial

distribution φzf .

FLDA uses flow information to guide the creation of the

topics such that features with similar flow in an image are

more likely to have the same topic assignment. As a result,

the codewords corresponding to these features are likely to

co-occur in the same topic. However, since multiple objects

may have similar, or even identical, flow, we do not force

features with similar optical flow to have the same topic,

but rather allow the algorithm to flexibly account for both

alternatives. Each feature f is associated with both the ap-

pearance feature codeword xf and an optical flow vector

vf ∈ R2. We augment the LDA model to account for the

flow, as shown in Fig. 2d. In order to accommodate the

above desiderata, the model allows for a collection of flow

components to be available for every image. Each topic

is associated with a distribution πt over these components.

Given the topic assignment zf for feature f , a component

cf is drawn from πzf . The flow is then generated from a

Gaussian distribution with image specific mean and vari-

ance parameters µcf ,Σcf .

We use a fully conjugate model with symmetric Dirich-

let priors for all multinomial distributions, and a normal

inverse-Wishart prior for the flow component normal bi-

variate distribution. We use the notation Θ = {α, β, γ,Ψ}
where Ψ = {µ0,Λ0, κ0, ν0} are the normal inverse-Wishart

parameters. Bold notation for Greek letters denotes a col-

lection of variables across images, topics, or both.

The joint distribution is

P (Z, C,X ,V,θ,π,µ,Σ, φ|Θ) = P (φ|β)P (µ,Σ|Ψ)·
∏

i

P (θi|α)P (πi|γ)P (Zi, Ci,X i,Vi|φ, θi,πi,µi,Σi) (3)

where

P (φ|β) =
∏

t

P (φt|β), φt|β ∼ Dir(β) (4)

P (µ,Σ|Ψ) =
∏

i

∏

c

P (µi
c,Σ

i
c|Ψ), (5)
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µi
c,Σ

i
c|Ψ ∼ NW−1(µ0,

Λ0

κ0
, ν0,Λ0) (6)

θi|α ∼ Dir(α) (7)

P (πi|γ) =
∏

t

P (πi
t|γ), πi

t|γ ∼ Dir(γ) (8)

P (Zi, Ci,X i,Vi|φ, θi,πi,µi,Σi)

=
∏

f,t,l

P (zif=t, c
i
f=l, x

i
f , v

i
f |φt, θ

i, πi
t, µ

i
l,Σ

i
l)

[zi
f=t],[cif=l]

=
∏

f,t,l

(θitπ
i
t,lφt,xi

f
N (vif ;µ

i
l,Σ

i
l))

[zi
f=t],[cif=l]. (9)

The flow model encourages appearance features that

have similar flow to come from the same topic. If the model

were changed so that each image had its own set of topics,

then the model would simply identify topics by clustering

flow features and would not learn representations of topics

that are shared across images. If the model were changed so

that there was just a single flow component per topic, then

the model would not be able to account for multiple flows

per object. The full FLDA model accounts for these aspects.

2.2. FLDA algorithm

We use a fully collapsed Gibbs sampling scheme where

the θ,π,φ,Σ, and µ are analytically integrated out of the

model, so that we need only sample values for z and c. The

standard LDA updates from [19] are modified to account

for the flow component hidden variable c, and for the likeli-

hood of the flow observations vif under the Gaussian model

assumption. z is sampled from a multinomial distribution

P (zif = t|Z¬if , C,X ,Θ) ∝

(N−
wt + β)

(
∑

w N−
wt +Wβ)

(Nlit + γ)

(Nit + Lγ)
(N−

it + α) (10)

where W is the codebook size, Z¬if = Z\{zif}, N− indi-

cates a count not using the topic assigned to the variable for

which a new value is sampled, Nwt =
∑

i,f [x
i
f = w][zif =

t], Nlit =
∑

f [z
i
f = t][cif = l], and Nit =

∑

f [z
i
f = t] =

∑

l Nlit.

c is similarly sampled from a multinomial distribution,

where the flow likelihood is evaluated for the component.

Due to the decoupling of the flow from the rest of the model

variables given the component assignments and the integra-

tion over means and covariances, this term is the Gaussian

mixture model predictive distribution for v when the mean

and covariances have been integrated out, which is the mul-

tivariate Student-t distribution, tdof(m,S) with dof degrees

of freedom, mean m and scale S :

P (cdi = l|Z, C¬di,V,Θ) ∝

(N−
lit + γ)

(N−
it + Lγ)

tνn−1

(

µn,
(κn + 1)Λn

κn(νn − 1)

)

(11)

where Nli =
∑

i[c
d
i = l] =

∑

t Nlit, n = N−
li , and

µn =
κ0

κ0 + n
µ0 +

n

κ0 + n
µ̂i
l (12)

Λn = Λ0 + Ŝi
l +

κ0n

κ0 + n
(µ̂i

l − µ0)(µ̂
i
l − µ0)

T (13)

κn = κ0 + n νn = ν0 + n (14)

Ŝi
l =

∑

g 6=f

[cig = l](vig − µ̂i
l)(v

i
g − µ̂i

l)
T (15)

µ̂i
l =

1

n

∑

g 6=i

[cig = l]vig. (16)

3. The CityCars dataset

Since flobject analysis requires a dataset containing con-

secutive pairs of video frames, we created a new ‘CityCars’

dataset1 that includes 315 image pairs shot in an urban scene

containing moving cars (positive examples). The dataset

also includes 338 images shot in the same environment but

without cars, which can be used as negative examples for

supervised classification. To avoid allowing classifiers to

cheat by primarily using background features to classify

foreground objects, we ensured that many of the negative

examples were recorded at the same locations as the posi-

tive examples. See Fig. 3.

We intentionally constructed the CityCars dataset so that

it would pose a more realistic and challenging static image

classification task. To demonstrate this, we used state-of-

the-art methods to compare classification performance on

the CityCars dataset with that obtained on a dataset con-

taining 123 Caltech images [20] containing side views of

cars and 123 randomly selected images from other cate-

gories (we refer to this as the ‘CaltechCars’ dataset). For

both datasets, we randomly partitioned the data into one

half for training and one half for testing and repeated each

experiment 20 times to estimate confidence intervals.

The results for several classifiers that use the spatial

pyramid HOG descriptor (see below for details) are sum-

marized in Table 1 and clearly support two observations.

First, the CityCars dataset poses a much more difficult clas-

sification challenge than the CaltechCars dataset. This may

be because the backgrounds, which take up most pixels in

each image, are similar in the positive and negative exam-

ples. Second, whereas the intersection kernel (IK) SVM

clearly outperforms simpler methods on the CaltechCars

dataset, on the CityCars dataset the advantages of both the

intersection kernel and the SVM disappear: the simple L2

nearest neighbour method outperforms SVM and IK-based

methods. This result is explained by the fact that while the

feature-AND operation of the intersection kernel enables

high SVM accuracy when positive and negative examples

do not share many features, it fails when they have many

1Available for download at http://www.psi.toronto.edu/flobjectanalysis
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Figure 3: Positive (top) and negative (bottom) training (left) and test (right) images from the CityCars dataset.

L2 NN IK NN IK SVM

CityCars 65% (3%) 55% (1%) 58% (2%)

CaltechCars 93% (3%) 98% (1%) 99% (1%)

Table 1: Comparisons showing that classifying cars in

our CityCars dataset is much more difficult than in the

Caltech101 dataset (CaltechCars). Classification was per-

formed using spatial pyramid HOG descriptors with nearest

neighbour (NN) and SVM classifiers, using the intersection

(IK) and L2 kernels. One std. dev. is shown in brackets.

features in common, such as features derived from similar

backgrounds. These results further support the conclusions

presented in [23] regarding the inherent problems in bench-

mark datasets such as Caltech.

4. Feature extraction and descriptors

Below, we summarize how we extracted features,

created training and testing partitions, and extracted de-

scriptors used for classification (See also Supp. Material).

Training and test sets. Optical flow was extracted from

image pairs using the “Lucas/Kanade meets Horn/Schunck”

method [22]. HOG appearance features were extracted

from the first image in an image pair, and also from a

collection of static training images not containing cars. The

data was randomly divided into 200 training cases and 200
test cases in a way that avoided having the same car in both

the training and testing partitions, and k-means clustering

was applied to the training data to obtain a codebook of

size 1000 as is standard in the literature (eg [10]). Results

reported below were obtained by repeating the above

procedure at least 20 times to obtain confidence intervals.

LDA and FLDA descriptors. After using unsupervised

learning to obtain the FLDA topics, we used those topics to

analyze static images, which resulted in a topic assignment

for every appearance feature in the static image. A his-

togram of appearance features was constructed separately

for each topic and they were appended to the global

histogram to make an FLDA descriptor of length W (T +1)
for T topics and a codebook of size W . In contrast to

the spatial pyramid approach, which factorizes the global

histogram according to spatial regions [21], our approach

factorizes the global histogram according to learnt topics.

To account for the fact that topics capturing small objects

might have a small number of counts, the topic-specific his-

tograms were normalized to sum to 1 before concatenation.

For comparison, we also used LDA without flow to learn

topics and the same method as described above was used to

obtain LDA descriptors.

SPHOG descriptors. The spatial pyramid match kernel

based on HOG/SIFT features has been shown to give state-

of-the-art classification performance on standard datasets

[21]. For our comparison experiments, we used two lev-

els of the pyramid, resulting in a descriptor of length 5W
(global histogram plus four quadrants).

5. Experiments

The experiments we report investigate the usefulness of

flobject analysis in producing an image analyzer that can be

used to extract descriptors for object recognition. We re-

port classification results for the CityCars dataset, compare

inter-dataset generalization capability, and explore proper-

ties of our method. We also examine performance on artic-

ulated objects in the context of a spatial hierarchical FLDA

based descriptor.

5.1. Comparisons using CityCars data

We compared the FLDA descriptor (3000 dimensional,

based on two topics) to four alternatives: a 1000-

dimensional HOG descriptor; a 5000-dimensional spatial

pyramid HOG (SPHOG) descriptor; a 960-dimensional gist

descriptor [4]; and a 3000 dimensional descriptor obtained

from standard LDA (see Sec. 4). Using the nearest neigh-

bour classifier (NN), we experimented with both the L2

(Euclidean) and the kernel intersection distance. Further-

more, we explored various normalization schemes for the

descriptors. We show results for no normalization, L1 and

L2 normalization. Results for Euclidean distance are shown

in Table 2 and those for the intersection kernel in Table 3.

Algorithms trained using the FLDA descriptor achieve

the best overall classification accuracy, outperforming other
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L2 NN None L1 L2

HOG 65% (5%) 60% (6%) 54% (2%)

SPHOG 65% (7%) 64% (6%) 54% (4%)

Gist 69% (5%) 69% (4%) 70% (5%)

LDA 62% (5%) 64% (5%) 59% (4%)

FLDA 61% (7%) 82% (4%) 73% (5%)

Table 2: L2 nearest neighbour classification accuracy on the

CityCars dataset for various descriptors and normalization

schemes.

IK NN None L1 L2

HOG 57% (4%) 56% (4%) 67% (5%)

SPM 56% (4%) 57% (4%) 63% (6%)

Gist 61% (9%) 63% (9%) 60% (7%)

LDA 56% (3%) 57% (4%) 70% (6%)

FLDA 56% (3%) 66% (7%) 79%(4%)

Table 3: Intersection kernel nearest neighbour classification

accuracy on the CityCars dataset for various descriptors and

normalization schemes.

Figure 4: Test images (left column) along with the near-

est training image using FLDA descriptors (middle column)

and SPHOG descriptors (right column).

descriptors for both the Euclidean and the intersection ker-

nel distances. This indicates that FLDA topic-based factor-

ization of the histograms is beneficial to classification. The

LDA descriptor performs similarly to SPHOG, showing that

topics inferred without motion coherence do not help with

classification. Finally, we note that normalization affects

performance, and that the effect is not consistent across dif-

ferent distance metrics used for the NN classifier, indicating

that normalization plays an important role. Based on these

results, later, we use the Euclidean distance (L2) NN clas-

sifier with L1 normalization for both the topic specific and

SPHOG
Testing

CityCars CaltechCars

Training
CityCars 65% (3%) 63% (6%)

CaltechCars 62% (3%) 93% (3%)

Table 4: Inter-dataset generalization (classification accu-

racy) using spatial pyramid HOG (SPHOG) descriptors.

FLDA
Testing

CityCars CaltechCars

Training
CityCars 82% (4%) 73% (3%)

CaltechCars 63% (2%) 93% (2%)

Table 5: Inter-dataset generalization (classification accu-

racy) using FLDA descriptors.

global histograms for the FLDA descriptor.

We provide a visual representation of the nearest training

neighbours for some test cases in Fig. 4, when using FLDA

and SPHOG descriptors. When using SPHOG descriptors,

the classifier is more likely to confuse background features

with object features.

5.2. Interdataset generalization

We next investigated to what extent the FLDA model gen-

eralizes to other datasets compared to using SPHOG. Using

the FLDA based image analyzer obtained from the CityCars

data, we generated FLDA descriptors for both CaltechCars

and CityCars. We also produced SPHOG descriptors for

both datasets. Splitting each set into training and test, we

made the full cross comparisons reported in Table 4 and

Table 5 for SPHOG and FLDA descriptors, respectively.

FLDA descriptors considerably outperform SPHOG on two

of the four comparisons, and compare very similarly for the

other two, indicating that FLDA descriptors can success-

fully generalize across datasets. Note that using FLDA de-

scriptors trained on CityCars to classify CaltechCars, com-

pared to that of SPHOG descriptors trained on CaltechCars

to classify CityCars yield significantly better results for the

FLDA descriptors (73% vs 62%).

5.3. Exploration of training conditions

We investigated the sensitivity of FLDA to various train-

ing parameters. Fig. 5 shows how classification accuracy

depends on the supervised training set size and includes

results for SPHOG and HOG. To investigate the sensitiv-

ity of FLDA to noise in the input optical flow (eg, due

to changing appearance, aperture problems or poor optical

flow computation), we artificially added increasing amounts

of Gaussian noise to the flow before applying FLDA. Fig. 5

shows that as the noise increases, the performance degrades

smoothly towards the level of SPHOG performance.
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Figure 5: Exploration of training conditions (see Sec. 5.3).

L2 NN None L1 L2

HOG 55% (1%) 55% (1%) 51% (1%)

SPHOG 53% (1%) 53% (1%) 53% (1%)

LDA 55% (1%) 53% (1%) 53% (1%)

FLDA 55% (1%) 52% (1%) 52% (1%)

Hierarchical Descriptors

H-LDA 57% (1%)

H-FLDA 68% (1%)

Table 6: L2 nearest neighbour classification accuracy on the

CityPedestrians dataset.

5.4. Hierarchical FLDA descriptors

Many objects are best characterized by combinations of

parts, where each part is spatially localized but parts may

move, or articulate relative to one another. The FLDA-

derived image descriptors described above do not take into

account the locations of visual words in the image and con-

sequently do not model spatially localized parts. Here, we

show how the FLDA-derived topics can be used to construct

hierarchical descriptors that can account for localized parts.

To investigate the use of FLDA for modelling articulated

objects containing spatially localized parts, we constructed

the ‘CityPedestrians’ dataset2 (Fig. 6). It includes 938 im-

age pairs of side views of pedestrians walking in an urban

environment, as well as 456 static images without pedes-

trians for use as negative examples. Similarly to the City-

Cars dataset, we ensured that many of the negative exam-

ples were recorded at the same locations as the positive ex-

amples. Since pedestrians contain multiple articulated parts

and vary much more in shape and appearance than cars, we

expect this dataset to be more difficult than the CityCars

dataset. Indeed, the classification accuracies for several pre-

viously described descriptors are shown at the top of Table 6

and are comparable to random guessing (50%).

One advantage of flobject analysis is that once the flow-

based topics have been learnt, they can be used in many

2Available for download at http://www.psi.toronto.edu/flobjectanalysis

different ways to develop descriptors for static images. To

account for spatially localized parts when forming the de-

scriptor, we constructed a descriptor that combines visual

words in a hierarchical fashion. For a given image, the H-

FLDA descriptor is a T dimensional vector that sums to 1,

where T is the number of topics obtained during FLDA.

This descriptor is created by scanning a 10 × 10 window

over the image, computing the histogram over visual words

for each window, and assigning each window to the best

topic (using L2). For each topic, the total number of win-

dows assigned to it is computed and the histogram is nor-

malized to obtain the H-FLDA descriptor. For comparison,

we also used H-LDA descriptors using the same method,

but with LDA-derived topics.

The bottom part of Table 6 shows that the hierarchical

H-FLDA descriptor improves performance over the FLDA

descriptor, H-LDA descriptor and other descriptors on the

CityPedestrians dataset. The vocabulary size for the CityPe-

destrians dataset was chosen using cross-validation, as well

as the number of topics for the hierarchical descriptors (see

Supp. Material).

6. Related Work

Methods for motion or activity modelling and video

summarization are relevant to our work. However, while the

literature in this area is extensive, to our knowledge none of

that work is directed toward training methods that can ex-

tract good representations for static images, which is the

problem that we study here. An interesting avenue for fur-

ther research is to examine previously described methods

for jointly modelling appearance and motion and consider

integrating out the motion part of the model after training.

This approach could lead to different methods for flobject

analysis.

Regarding our extension of LDA to model word-specific

real-valued optical flow vectors, while there is no previous

work in this area, our extended model is most similar in

spirit to the work of Sudderth et al [8]. They extend LDA

hierarchically to allow for variable spatial layouts of visual

words. If spatial coordinates in their model were replaced

with flow vectors, their model could be used for flobject

analysis. However, it is not clear how well this approach

would work, since their model was not applied using op-

tical flow and their learnt models were not tested in the

absence of spatial information. Others have pre-clustered

visual words according to spatial layout and then applied

LDA using either subregion-defined words [9] or ‘doublet’

words that encode spatially proximal visual words [10]. A

similar approach could be used to pre-cluster visual words

according to similar optical flow. However, it is not clear

how optical flow should then be integrated out for static im-

age analysis.
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Figure 6: Positive (top) and negative (bottom) training (left) and test (right) images from the CityPedestrians dataset.

7. Conclusions

Flobject analysis produces a model that can be used to in-

fer representations of static images that are consistent with

optical-flow derived objects, or flobjects. Pairs of consec-

utive video frames or stereo image pairs are used as input

to flobject analysis, but unlike previously described motion

analysis techniques, the model obtained by flobject analy-

sis can be applied to static images to extract useful image

representations. We examined the CityCars dataset, which

includes video frames and is more challenging than an ap-

propriate subset of the Caltech101 dataset (CaltechCars) be-

cause both positive and negative examples have urban street

backgrounds. We found that the static image representa-

tions found by FLDA-based flobject analysis produce sig-

nificantly higher classification rates than those obtained us-

ing other standard descriptors.

The framework we described can be improved in several

ways, and altogether different kinds of models can be used

for flobject analysis, such as those that decompose the

image into a hierarchy of parts or use layers of variables

to account for high-order statistics. Importantly, while the

framework requires moving objects, this can be achieved

for static objects by panning a camera or using stereo

data. Currently, we are working on developing a ‘flobject

database’ containing hundreds of thousands of image pairs

and high-quality optical flow fields extracted from dozens

of hours of movies. One important open question is how

the framework we described here can be scaled up to handle

such a large scale dataset. Also, while here we tested the

framework using object classification tasks, future work

could include applications to image segmentation and

object localization.
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